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Philosophical Medical Ethics

Consent

RAANAN GILLON

Vets do not bother with their patients' consent: why should
doctors? To address this question it is important to state which
meaning of "consent" is being used for the term is ambiguous.
Under one definition it simply means agreement, acceptance, or
assent. It is fairly obvious (though here unargued) that this meaning
of consent is not relevant to medical interventions, whether these
are investigations, treatments, or research. For medical interven-
tions it is widely accepted that consent means a voluntary,
uncoerced decision, made by a sufficiently competent or autonomous
person on the basis of adequate information and deliberation, to
accept rather than reject some proposed course of action that will
affect him or her.' '4 Consent in this sense requires action by an

autonomous agent based on adequate information and is by
definition informed consent.

Autonomy and informed consent

This analysis explains why vets do not bother with consent from
their patients: their patients are not autonomous agents (or at least
most of them are not-I remain agnostic about certain higher
primates and dolphins), and they simply could not give consent.
Given that most adult patients could give consent in this sense, why
should doctors bother to ensure that they do? The most obvious
answer is that generally we have a moral obligation to respect each
other's autonomy, at least in so far as to do so is compatible with
respect for the autonomy of others-a moral principle that I have
previously shown to be supported from various moral perspectives.
Doing things to other autonomous agents without their consent
generally means overriding their autonomy. It is respect for people's
autonomy, or self determination as Mason and McCall Smith'" and
Kirby'6 call it, that morally underpins the requirement of consent.
Justice Kirby, then president of the Australian Law Reform
Commission, in an excellent article on consent, wrote: "[T]he
fundamental principle underlying consent is said to be a right of self
determination: the principle or value choice of autonomy of the
person . . . . The principle is not just a legal rule devised by one
profession to harass another. It is an ethical principle which is
simply reflected in legal rules because our law has been developed by
judges sensitive to the practical application of generally held
community ethical principles." 16

According to the above definition, to consent to medical inter-
vention a person requires sufficient information to be able to make
an informed and deliberated choice, and it is in this context that
doctors often object to the requirement for such consent. Patients,
they say, are unnecessarily alarmed and their medical state un-
necessarily impaired ifthey have to be given information about their
diagnosis or prognosis or risks associated with their proposed

management and treatment. The alarm is compounded with
confusion, the argument continues, if differential diagnoses and
risks have to be mentioned and made intolerable if the patient
is expected to choose between the options. As Dr Ingelfinger
exclaimed, he as a patient would not want "to be in the position of a
shopper at the casbah who negotiates and haggles with the physician
about what is best." Indeed, the doctor "who merely spreads an

array of vendibles in front of the patient and then says 'go ahead and
choose, it's your life' is guilty of shirking his duty, if not of
malpractice."

Three counterarguments

There are least three problems with such arguments. The first is
that it is dangerous for a doctor to extrapolate from his own case to
generalisations about his patients (or about anybody else). The fact
that the good doctor would feel like that does not ensure or even
make probable that any particular patient feels like that; and, as Dr
Ingelfinger's argument implicitly acknowledges, the doctor should
be trying to meet his patient's wishes rather than his own. As a wise
philosopher once wrote, it is not putting yourself into another's
shoes that is morally relevant, it is understanding what it is like for
that other person to be in his or her own shoes that is morally
important.
The second problem is empirical. Is it true that patients are

generally made more alarmed by open minded and sympathetic
provision of information and an invitation from the doctor to
express their own preferences in so far as they have any? I doubt it.
In this regard Dr Ingelfinger offers a parody of respect for the
patient's autonomy when he suggests that the doctor would
"haggle" with the patient or alternatively merely tell the patient the
available options and then say "Go ahead and choose, it's your life."
The doctor who really respected his patient's autonomy would
discover in a sensitive way, which did not demand a particular
answer, what and how much each patient really wanted to know and
how much he wished to participate in the decision making. Some
patients are, like Dr Ingelfinger, undoubtedly keen not to be given
unpleasant information and to leave all the decision making to
the doctor; if the doctor acts accordingly, thus respecting their
autonomy, such patients will probably be happier. Other patients,
however, do want to know about their medical condition and its
implications and about alternative options; they also wish to be
active in decision making when it affects them. Such patients will
probably feel more at ease, trusting, and happy if the doctor has
respected their wishes and if they have deliberately, comprehend-
ingly, and willingly consented to their doctor's plan ofmanagement
and have been "incorporated" as key figures in the medical
management team. Of course, this second counterargument is no
more than an empirical claim based on clinical impressions and
common sense, but then so purports to be the claim it opposes-
namely, that patients will be more miserable if they are given
information they want and genuine opportunities to make their own
decisions about their management.
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The third problem is that even if it were true that in some
circumstances a patient would be made more miserable by being
given information about his condition and the risks of alternative
methods of management, if that is what the patient truly wishes to
know is the doctor not morally obliged to tell him? In my articles on
autonomy and paternalism I outlined what seem to me to be cogent
arguments from utilitarian as well as deontological perspectives for
respecting people's autonomy in so far as to do so is compatible with
respecting the autonomy of others. These arguments have as much
weight against witholding of relevant information required for
consent as they do against lying or otherwise deceiving the patient
(indeed the deliberate witholding of information relevant to
decision making is a form of deceit) and against breaking con-
fidentiality in the patient's own interests.

Doctors' licence under English law

A further set of common medical counterarguments to such
emphasis on respect for patients' autonomy in the context ofconsent
is that English law, at least with regard to consent to medical
treatment, leaves doctors to decide, in the context of their thera-
peutic (as distinct from research) relationships, how much infor-
mation they ought to give patients when obtaining their consent to
treatment.
Accounts ofwhat the law stipulates in any particular jurisdiction,

however, do not in themselves provide moral justification for a
moral claim. At most they can be used as part of a moral claim that
there is a general presumption that it is a good thing to obey just
laws. As I have argued previously, the possibility that there might
be unjust laws (never mind the fact that there are) shows that it is not
necessarily a good thing to obey all laws. Similarly, the possibility
that there might be morally bad laws shows that what is legal is not
necessarily morally justifiable.
The second point is that even if English law did leave it to doctors

to decide how much information ought to be given to patients in the
course of obtaining their consent to treatment doctors would still be
obliged to try to resolve the moral problem: to be given the legal
responsibility of making a moral decision is precisely not to be
absolved from doing so.

It may, however, be worth noting that English law has recently
been changed considerably by the House ofLords' appeal judgment
in the Sidaway case.'8 Until that case the law seemed to leave
decision making to doctors, although there is no legal unanimity
about this.'9 Thus according to Lord Scarman's account of the
relevant leading case, in which a Mr Bolam claimed, inter alia, that
he had not been adequately informed about the risks of his (then
unanaesthetised) electroconvulsive therapy, doctors would not be
held negligent in law provided they acted "in accordance with the
practice accepted by a responsible body of medical men," even if
there existed a different practice advocated by another responsible
body of doctors.'8 In the Sidaway judgment, however, only one of
the five law lords (Lord Diplock) accepted the so called Bolam
doctrine in its unmodified form. Each of the four others judged that
the "professional standard" position ofthe Bolam doctrine required
modification towards allowing patients to make their own decisions
based on adequate information about treatments that included
"material" (Scarman) or substantial (Bridge and Keith) risks, or
"which might have disadvantages or dangers" (Templeman). Lords
Bridge and Keith added that "When questioned by a patient of
apparently sound mind about risks involved in a particular
treatment proposed the doctor's duty was to answer both truthfully
and as fully as the questioner required."'8

Consent in therapeutic research

Occasionally the argument is heard that although properly
informed consent is required in the context of non-therapeutic
research on patients, it is not needed in the context of treatment or
therapeutic research. The manifold medicomoral issues associated

with medical research are complex but in this context suffice it to
assert that doctors are no less morally obliged to respect the
autonomy of their patients than that of their research subjects. The
moral differences between the two categories relate not to respect
for autonomy but to two quite different issues. The first is that
there is a substantial danger that research subjects will assume that
doctors' normal beneficent Hippocratic concern to do their best for
their particular patients will also apply to their research subjects. In
the case of non-therapeutic research this cannot be the case (by
definition), and doctors therefore have a particularly strong moral
obligation to make this clear to such subjects. The second, though
related, point is that in the normal therapeutic relationship patients
can properly assume that any risks to which the doctor proposes to
subject them will be proposed onlv in the light of an analysis of risk
and benefit that is favourable for the particular patient. Such an
assumption would again be quite mistaken in the case of non-
therapeutic research (in which the benefits, if any, will accrue to
future patients, while the risks are taken by the research subjects).
But while both these points indicate that doctors should make it
crystal clear to patients when they are not acting in a therapeutic
role, neither supports the claim that when doctors are acting
therapeutically they need not obtain properly informed consent.

In the last three articles I have argued that in normal cases respect
for patients' autonomy takes moral priority over medical benefi-
cence and generally precludes lying to or otherwise deceiving
patients even in their own interests, breaking their confidences even
in their own interests, and failing to obtain their adequately
informed consent to medical intervention even in their own
interests. In the next article I shall look at circumstances in which
the principle of respect for autonomy does not seem to have priority
over beneficence.
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Is there any n'sk oflead poisoning from using pewter vessels?

Old pewter is a mixture of tin and lead, the lead being added both for
cheapness and to make the mix easier to work. In the past pewter plates and
vessels were widely used and almost every household would have at least one
pewter item. There is a theoretical risk that when using pewter plates some
of the metal might be scraped off and swallowed, but I doubt whether this
would have posed a serious threat to health. Pewter drinking vessels are
another matter, however, and lead poisoning has resulted from drinking
home made wine (of low pH) from pewter goblets. Modern pewter does not
contain lead so that beer drinkers need have no fear, but it would be safer not
to use old-that is pre-1900-pewter vessels for eating or drinking.-H A
WALDRON, senior lecturer in occupational medicine, London.
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